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Abstract

Authenticated encryption provides both confidentiality and authentica-
tion where non authenticated encryption only provides confidentiality. One
authenticated encryption protocol is Keyak. Keyak encrypts and decrypts
messages in sessions and is one of the algorithms that is competing in the
CAESAR competition.

One of the things implementations of cryptographic algorithms need to
protect against are side channel attacks. If there is no protection against side
channel attacks, information about the key can leak, which makes it easier
for an attacker to find the key. A specific side channel attack is differential
power analysis (DPA), which is a statistical analysis on the power usage of
an implementation. To protect against DPA, masking can be used. This
means that a secret variable is split up into two or more shares that together
make up the secret variable.

We present a masked implementation of Keyak on an ARM Cortex M4
that is capable of reusing randomness. To do so, we describe Keyak, what
DPA is, what masking is and how reusing randomness works in more detail.
We then show what decisions we made and what features are implemented.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

One of the things implementations of cryptographic algorithms should pro-
tect against are side channel attacks. Side channel attacks are attacks that
use information like power consumption to find out details about the used
key. We present an implementation of River Keyak that has protection
against side channel attacks (on an ARM Cortex M4). There is no other
publicly available protected implementation for Keyak on this platform yet,
so Keyak could not be used on this platform if a side channel protected
implementation is necessary. With this paper, we change that.

Keyak is one of the algorithms that made it into the third round of the
CAESAR competition [2], which means that it could become one of the
algorithms that ‘wins’. CAESAR is a competition for authenticated encryp-
tion. Authenticated crypto has the advantage over non-authenticated crypto
that there are no separate computations needed to provide authentication
in addition to confidentiality.

The specific side channel attack that our implementation has protec-
tion against, is differential power analysis (DPA). With this technique an
attacker uses multiple measurements of the device’s power consumption or
electromagnetic emanations to search for leaks (for more information, see
section 3.1). Other techniques can abuse other leaks of information, like
timing.

To protect against DPA, the implementation uses masking. That means
that the state s is split up into two shares, a and b (this is explained in more
detail in section 3.2). If an attacker now wants to find information about
state s, he would need to gain knowledge about both share a and share b.
Finding information from the two shares is harder than finding information
directly from state s.
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Chapter 2

Keyak

The benefit of authenticated encryption is that it provides both confidential-
ity and authentication where non-authenticated crypto only provides confi-
dentiality.

Keyak is an encryption protocol that supports authenticated encryption
in sessions [6]. In a session, it encrypts messages into cryptograms and
decrypts cryptograms into messages. A message consists of plaintext and
metadata. A cryptogram consists of the ciphertext, the metadata and a tag.
The metadata in the cryptogram is not encrypted. The tag is calculated over
all the messages from the start of the session and can be used to verify the
authenticity of the complete message history.

Keyak uses the motorist mode (see section 2.1) with the Keccak-p per-
mutation (see section 2.2). The parameters that the motorist mode has can
vary. However, there are five named instances where those parameters are
fixed (see section 2.3).

2.1 Motorist mode

The motorist mode works by keeping a state and absorbing data into that
state. The state starts as an all-zero state. To start a session, the secret key
and possibly a nonce are required. If the secret key is used multiple times, a
nonce must be present. The key and nonce are also called the Secret Unique
Value (SUV). Starting the session is depicted in Figure 2.1a.

When encrypting, the state provides a keystream, and after the message
is absorbed, it provides a tag that authenticates all absorbed data. Figure
2.1b shows a schematic of this.

When decrypting, the state provides a keystream and it absorbs the
cryptogram. At the end, it also provides the tag that is used to verify the
authenticity of the received data.
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Figure 1 – A session in Motorist. First, the session is started with a given secret and unique
value (SUV). Optionally, a tag T(0) on SUV can be produced or verified. Then, Motorist
processes both the plaintext P(1) andmetadata A(1) in parallel. The plaintext P(1) is encrypted
into ciphertext C(1) and T(1) authenticates (SUV, P(1), A(1)). A er processing the second
message, T(2) authenticates (SUV, P(1), A(1), P(2), A(2)), and a er the third message, T(3)

authenticates the full session (SUV, P(1), A(1), P(2), A(2), P(3), A(3)), where P(3) is the empty
string.
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authenticates the full session (SUV, P(1), A(1), P(2), A(2), P(3), A(3)), where P(3) is the empty
string.
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(b) Encrypting a message that contains both plaintext and metadata. Note that
the metadata is not encrypted, but it is authenticated by the tag.

Figure 2.1: A motorist session[6]

The motorist mode has three different layers:

• the Piston, which keeps the state, performs the basic functions needed
to set and get the state and performs the permutation

• the Engine, which controls the piston

• the Motorist, which is the user interface. It can be used to start a
session, wrap a message into a cryptogram or unwrap a message from
a cryptogram.

The mode also has support for parallelism. If used, the message is dis-
tributed over multiple pistons, and each piston calculates a cryptogram of
its own part. To make sure the tag from the cryptograms still authenticates
all messages from the start of the session, a special operation called knotting
is performed. For more on how the knotting works, see [6, p. 13].

2.2 Keccak-p

Keccak-p is derived from Keccak-f , which is defined in [3]. Keccak-p[b, nr]
consists of the application of the last nr rounds of Keccak-f [b]. It is a
sequence of nr rounds where each round consists of five steps (from [6]):
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Round = ι ◦ χ ◦ π ◦ ρ ◦ θ, with

θ : a[x, y, z]← a[x, y, z] +
4∑

y′=0

a[x− 1, y′, z] +
4∑

y′=0

a[x+ 1, y′, z − 1]

ρ : a[x, y, z]← a[x, y, z − (t+ 1)(t+ 2)/2]

π : a[x, y]← a[x′, y′] ,where

(
x

y

)
=

(
0 1

2 3

)(
x′

y′

)
χ : a[x]← a[x] + (a[x+ 1] + 1)a[x+ 2]

ι : a← a+ RC[ir]

with 0 ≤ t ≤ 24 and

(
0 1

2 3

)t(
1

0

)
=

(
x

y

)
in GF(5)2×2

or t = −1 if x = y = 0.
The additions and multiplications are in GF(2). The rounds are identical
with the exception of the round constants (RC). a[x, y, z] denotes a bit in
the state of Keccak. The state in Keccak is three dimensional, which is
where the x, y and z come from. If either x, y or z is missing, then the
statement is valid for all values of the missing variable. The bit a[x, y, z] is
bit s[w(5y + x) + z] in the (one dimensional) state s. w is the maximum
value for z and is defined by the width of the permutation b (w = 2l and
b = 25× 2l).

The steps in Keccak each perform a specific function. All but the χ step
are linear steps.

• θ is the mixing step, it provides diffusion to the round

• ρ and π are transportation steps, providing dispersion

• χ is the non-linear step, and it is the only step that prevents the round
function from being linear.

For a more detailed description of Keccak-p, see section 2.1 of the Keyak
documentation [6] or the Keccak reference [3].

2.3 Named instances

There are five named instances of Keyak, listed in Table 2.1. All five in-
stances use 12 rounds for the Keccak-p permutation. The main differences
between these are the width of the permutation (b) and the amount of pis-
tons used (Π).

For all named instances other than River Keyak, the alignment unit W is
64 bits, and for River Keyak, the alignment unit is 32 bits. This means that
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Name b Π

River Keyak 800 1

Lake Keyak 1600 1

Sea Keyak 1600 2

Ocean Keyak 1600 4

Lunar Keyak 1600 8

Table 2.1: Named instances of Keyak

for River Keyak, the lanes are 32 bits long, while for the other instances,
the lanes are 64 bits long. The capacity c of all the named instances is 256
bits.

From this, we can calculate the squeezing rate Rs, which determines how
many bits of the state are never used as output. We can also calculate Ra,
which determines how many bits of the state can be used for absorbing data.
For River Keyak, Rs = 68 bytes and Ra = 96 bytes. For all other instances,
Rs = 168 bytes and Ra = 192 bytes.
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Chapter 3

Side channel attacks and
countermeasures

3.1 Side channel attacks

Cryptographic protocols are made to be mathematically sound. The proto-
col itself is designed to be secure against attacks by adversaries with access
to input and output. However, this does not mean that implementations of
the protocol are safe against more powerful attackers. Even if the protocol
is implemented correctly, there can still be manners in which information
about a plaintext or a key can leak, like side channel attacks.

One type of side channel attack uses power consumption during the
execution of the implementation to find out more about the key that is
being used. One of those attacks is called differential power analysis (DPA).
It is a statistical attack that exploits the correlation between the power
usage and the variables that are used during calculations.

There are two forms of DPA. First order DPA and higher order DPA.
Higher order DPA attacks differ from first order DPA attacks in the sense
that they consider more samples from the same power consumption trace
[14]. Because we only defend against first order DPA, we’ll not go into detail
on how higher order DPA works.

A first order DPA attack starts with collecting multiple traces of power
consumption. This set of traces is then split into two subsets, based on a key
hypothesis (guessed part of the key). Then the average power consumption
of the two subsets is compared. If the key hypothesis is incorrect, the set of
traces will be randomly divided over the subsets. Statistically, the difference
in the averages of the two subsets will therefore be close to zero. If the key
hypothesis is correct, the averages will be different than zero. With enough
traces, it is possible to distinguish the two cases [15, 16]. Figure 3.1 shows
how differences between the averages of the traces can look like.

With a properly designed cryptographic protocol that absorbs the key
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one additional round. Triple DES keys can be found by analyzing an outer DES

operation �rst, using the resulting key to decrypt the ciphertexts, and attacking

the next DES key. DPA can use known plaintext or known ciphertext and can

�nd encryption or decryption keys.

Figure 4 shows four traces prepared using known plaintexts entering a DES

encryption function on another smart card. On top is the reference power trace

showing the average power consumption during DES operations. Below are three

di�erential traces, where the �rst was produced using a correct guess forKs. The

lower two traces were produced using incorrect values for Ks. These traces were

prepared using 1000 samples (m = 103). Although the signal is clearly visible in

the di�erential trace, there is a modest amount of noise.

Figure 4: DPA traces, one correct and two incorrect, with power reference.

Figure 5 shows the average e�ect of a single bit on detailed power consump-

tion measurements. On top is a reference power consumption trace. The center

trace shows the standard deviation in the power consumption measurements. Fi-

nally, the lower trace shows a di�erential trace prepared with m = 104. Note that

regions that are not correlated to the bit are more than an order of magnitude

closer to zero, indicating that little noise or error remains.

6

Figure 3.1: DPA traces, from top to bottom: one power reference and three
traces of the difference between the averages of the two subsets, the first with
a correct key hypothesis and the other two with an incorrect key hypotheses
[15]

and nonce into a state, DPA will only need to be prevented when the state
is permuted after key and nonce absorption. After that, the state is fully
decorrelated, which makes DPA with state hypothesis impossible. If an
attacker can force multiple sessions with the same nonce, the state after the
key and nonce absorption will be the same in those sessions, and the attacker
can attack that state with multiple plaintexts and metadata. This is why
DPA prevention in Keyak is only needed for the permutation after key and
nonce absorption, and the key and nonce combination must be unique.

3.2 Masking

Masking is a method to defend against DPA. The idea is that the input is
split up into multiple shares. The order of masking is the amount of shares
that are being used. If properly implemented, an n order mask defends
against (n− 1) order DPA [5]. Because we are trying to defend against first
order DPA attacks, we will only discuss second order masking.

In second order masking, the input is split up into two shares (share a
and share b) that together make up the original (native) state s, in such
a way that s = a + b [9, p. 14, 15]. So the non-masked function would
be performed as depicted in Figure 3.2, and the masked function would be
performed as depicted in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Masked variant of function f

In the masked variant (Figure 3.3), share b starts off with the random
value R. This value is unknown to an adversary and must be fresh. Share
a starts off with the value I, which is the input for the function (and the
same as in Figure 3.2). The first step is to bitwise add share b into share a.
This makes sure that the shares independently don’t have any information
about the native state s, but by combining them, s can still be calculated.

The next step is the function step. It uses an altered function, which is
called the shared function. This shared function is needed because otherwise,
the shares together would not add up to the native state anymore [1]. To
function correctly, some data from share b is needed in the function of share
a and vice-versa.

The last step combines the two shares together by bitwise adding share
b into share a again, recreating the content of the native state from the
non-masked function in share a.

Because DPA prevention is only needed for the permutation after key and
nonce absorption (see 3.1), masking is only needed for the first permutation
of each session. This means that the randomness for the second share is
also only needed at the start of each Keyak session. When the permutation
continues in non shared mode, the permuted randomness will stay available
in share b.
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Chapter 4

Research

4.1 Two share Keyak

Because the implementation is made for the ARM Cortex M4, which is a 32
bit system, we chose to implement a masked version of River Keyak. River
Keyak is the named Keyak instance that operates on 32 bit lanes, using an
800 bit permutation. Because the lanes are 32 bits and the ARM Cortex M4
is a 32 bit system, the lanes fit nicely into the 32 bit words of the system.
By creating a second order masked implementation in software, we have an
implementation that should be resistant to first order DPA attacks.

Because masking is only needed on the permutation after absorbing the
key and the nonce (see 3.1 and 3.2), the impact of the masking on the speed
is limited.

To make sure the implementation would be easy to use, we also wanted
to try and keep the original interface that was already present in the code
that was already available. This is explained in more detail in section 4.1.1.

The last thing we wanted to do was to reuse the randomness. This has
big advantages on embedded devices (for which the implementation is made)
because creating good random data on those devices can be really costly.
Why and how we did this can be found at 4.1.3.

In short, the goals of this implementation are

• To create a masked implementation of Keyak,

• Keeping the original interface, and

• Reuse the randomness

4.1.1 Code decisions

We used code that was already available and modified it to make it a masked
implementation. The code that we used came from the Keccak Code Package
[4].
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The masking needed to be implemented in assembly because there are
certain operations that can leak information if not used carefully. For ex-
ample, by overwriting a register that contains the first lane from share a
with the first lane of share b, information about the difference between the
two shares is leaked. And because the native state s = a + b, information
about the difference between the two shares is information about the state.
Therefore, a lot of control over the registers and memory is needed to make
sure that there are no leaks. The control over what variable is placed in
what register is only really present in assembly.

In the code that we were using, the Keccak function has its own interface.
This interface is called the SnP interface. It specifies functions for:

• initializing the state, which sets the state to all-zero,

• adding to the state, which bitwise adds data into the state,

• overwriting the state, which overwrites data in the state,

• permuting the state, which performs the permutation on the state,
and

• extracting data from the state, which gets bytes from the state.

The interface can be found in the Keccak Code Package [4, at SnP/SnP-
documentation.h]. To be able to create and merge the two shares, we added
two functions to that interface: share and merge.

To be able to keep track of the two shares and for some book keeping,
we also had to change the representation of the state. Where it was just
the state in the unmasked version, we needed to expand that to make room
for both shares and two flags: the shared flag and the random available

flag. The shared flag is to let later functions know that the state is
currently divided into two shares and the random available flag is to
let them know that randomness is still available and doesn’t have to be
recreated. Reusing randomness is explained in section 4.1.3 and more about
the new state can be found in section 4.1.4.

The share function creates the second share. It does so by copying
random data into both shares in such a way that both shares are equal.
This means that the native state (consisting of two shares) is all-zero. It
also sets the shared flag and the random available flag.

The merge function removes the shared flag and makes the two shares
into one again. It does this by bitwise adding the first and second share
together and putting the result in the first share. This means that the first
share now contains the same result as it would have after an unmasked
permutation. The second share is untouched, so the randomness can be
reused as described in section 4.1.3.

A schematic overview of what the share and merge function do can be
seen in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the masked operation

4.1.2 Masking

To make the masked implementation of Keyak, the biggest part that has to
be changed is the code of the permutation. The other parts only have to be
edited slightly for book keeping (keeping track if the state should be shared
or not, to call the share and merge function and to supply random bytes).

The linear layers of Keccak (θ, ρ and π) can be done on both shares
without a change. This is due to the fact that linear layers have the property
that f(a+ b) = f(a) + f(b). In this case, a and b can be seen as the shares,
and a+ b as the original state s. However, in the round function of Keccak,
not all layers are linear. Layer χ is not linear, so performing the layer on
both shares without changing it will not work. Without masking, the layer
does this: (xi is a[x] and xi+1 is a[x+ 1] from 2.2)

xi ← xi + (xi+1 + 1)xi+2

Lemma 1. To make layer χ work with two shares, it can do the following
(as described in [5]):

ai ← ai + (ai+1 + 1)ai+2 + ai+1bi+2

bi ← bi + (bi+1 + 1)bi+2 + bi+1ai+2

Proof. Note that xi = ai + bi. If we apply that, we get:

xi ← ai + (ai+1 + 1)ai+2 + ai+1bi+2 + bi + (bi+1 + 1)bi+2 + bi+1ai+2

= ai + bi + ai+1ai+2 + ai+2 + bi+1bi+2 + bi+2 + ai+1bi+2 + bb+1ai+2

= xi + (ai+1 + bi+1)ai+2 − bi+1ai+2 + (bi+1 + ai+1)bi+2 − ai+1bi+2

+ ai+2 + bi+2

= xi + (xi+1 + 1)ai+2 + (xi+1 + 1)bi+2

= xi + (xi+1 + 1)(ai+2 + bi+2)

= xi + (xi+1 + 1)xi+2

12



The other layer that needs to be edited is layer ι (adding the round
constant). If the round constant is added in both shares, it would vanish
when the two shares are merged. Therefore, it should only be added into
one of the two shares.

4.1.3 Reuse randomness

Computers are deterministic systems, which makes it costly to create ran-
domness on them. This is why we chose to implement the ability to preserve
randomness when merging to be able to use it again when sharing the state
again. Instead of having to generate new randomness every time we start a
Keyak session, it is possible to reuse the randomness from the initialization
of the previous session. Because the randomness in the old instance already
has been transformed by the (shared) permutation, the values that are being
used are decorrelated. In the example of Figure 4.1, the f ′(β, α) from share
b will be used as the R in the next session.

4.1.4 Implementation

Because we wanted to keep the changes to the interface of Keccak to a
minimum, we couldn’t add a second parameter for the masked state to the
interface. To solve this, we increased the size of the original state from 100
to 204 bytes. The first 100 are for share a, the second 100 are for share b,
the 201st byte is for the masked flag and the 202nd byte is for the random
available flag. The remaining two are for alignment. This makes the state
204 bytes large, which is 1632 bits. 1632 is the smallest size greater than
1616 (which is 202 bytes, the minimum size that is needed), that is divisible
by 32, which makes initializing the new state a bit easier and faster. So the
new state consists of:

13



Function Size Description

Share a 100 bytes The first share when the permutation is
shared (a)

The state when the permutation is not
shared (s)

Share b 100 bytes The second share when the permutation
is shared (b)

Nothing or randomness when the per-
mutation is not shared

Share flag 1 byte 1 if the permutation is shared, 0 other-
wise

Random available
flag

1 byte 1 if randomness is still available in share
b, 0 otherwise

Empty bytes 2 bytes Alignment purposes

To write and test the code we used the Keil debugger1. The code can
be found at https://gitlab.science.ru.nl/mmeyers/BachelorThesis/

in the code directory.

1http://www.keil.com/
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Chapter 5

Related Work

Implementations of cryptographic algorithms using a mask is not new. It
has been around for some time [1]. A lot of the masked implementations and
research on masked implementations is being done with hardware masking
([8] and [10] for example). This is also already done for Keccak and Keyak
[13, 18]. However, software implementations are cheaper to implement (be-
cause no special hardware is needed), which makes them interesting as well.
Taking the benefits of both is also something that researchers have been
looking into [12].

Also very interesting is the work that is being put into attacking Keccak
and Keyak from the cryptanalysis point of view. At the time of writing,
there are only attacks against Keccak and Keyak when less than 12 rounds
are performed [11, 7, 17]. However, because the attacks work up to the 8th
round, the 12 rounds have sufficient security margin.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

We have presented a second order masked implementation of Keyak for an
ARM Cortex M4. To speed up the initialization, the randomness from the
old instance can be reused in the new instance. The implementation isn’t
tested yet, so we cannot claim that it offers protection against first order
DPA. This is something that will need to be done in later research.
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